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14th Century, London

Materials Used
Soapstone
Lead-free Pewter
Flux
Low Temperature Solder
Copper wire
Wooden dowel

Tools Used
Wood carving tools
Jeweler’s tools
Modeling clay
Natural Gas torch
Electric Hot-Pot
Belt sander with grinding wheel
Vibrating polisher with walnut shell media

Vessel History and Characteristics
The container in Figure 1 is one of many similar, hig
containers. All of these containers are hexagonal, w
the containers have feet as well. Several views of th
Figure 1 can be seen in Appendix A and a number o
such containers can be found in the article in Appen

Lid Characteristics
Of the lids seen here and in Appendix C, there are s
examples of flat lids, hinged off center as well as a n
hexagonal/cone shaped lids. The lids range from pla
decorated (Figure 2) to highly decorated (Appendix C
of these lids show the canine handle/finial.

Decoration Characteristics
Some of the decorations found on this class of vesse
panels showing the Annunciation, the Adoration of th
twelve Apostles, the twelve months of the year, hera
4), etching or text (Figure 1).

Canine Handles
A number of lids have been found with sitting dogs a
or finials (seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3). These have b
on salt cellars, pyxes, chrismatories and flagons. It i
if the dog has any special significance for these cont
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Figure 1 – Salt from Victoria and Albert Museum
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h Century shallow, three-footed hexagonal container (Egan, 192)

Figure 2 – Pewter Lid with Canine Handle (Egan, 192)

Figure 3 – Standing dog finial (Egan, 193)
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Purpose of Vessels
There are mixed thoughts on the purpose of these
containers. Based on decoration and form, some are
thought to be pyxes (to hold the communion host) or
chrismatories.

Several vessels have a Latin legend, CUM SIS IN
MENSA PRIMO DE PAPVERE PENSO (‘when you are
at the table think first of the poor’), suggesting that they
were for use at the dining table, probably serving as
salt cellars.

Materials
All of these vessels are made from pewter, some with a
very high lead content. The salt pot in Figure 1 was
almost entirely tin (99.9% tin).

The composition of pewter in this time period varied
quite a bit on area and application. Items are found with
very high lead content, referred to as ‘lay metal’. ‘Fine
metal’ referred to a tin/copper alloy that England was famed
for and exported heavily.

Materials used for casting moulds included wood, baked
clay, cuttlefish bone and stone (Figure 5). While many types
of stone were used, a close-grained stone like soapstone, or
steatite, worked very well. (Spencer, 9) Soapstone quarry
locations in Europe included Norway, Germany, Italy and
Greece.

Manufacture
These vessels are cast in pewter from stone moulds, pieces of one seen
in Figure 5. These are fairly complex shapes. The lid seen in Figure 4
was likely cast in one piece. The 6 paneled dished shape might have
been cast in one piece but can easily be cast as 6 separate panels and
then soldered or welded together, as was done in the cruet seen in
Figure 6. I don’t have specific information on the assembly of these
vessels. There might be more information in Appendix C, but sadly.. I
don’t read Swedish. <<sad face>>

The soldering process used soldering irons, as found in a pewterers
inventory in 1427. (Homer, 71) For carving the stone moulds, as
soapstone is such a soft stone, nearly anything will work. In the 12th-15th

centuries, badge carving was done by a number of professions
(eventually settling into a profession unto itself). As seal engravers and
goldsmiths were among those pressed into this task (Spencer, 7) it
stands to reason that jeweler’s tools, in addition to basic knives and
picks, would have been used.

Figure 5 – Fragment of a four part limestone mould,
found in Visby harbor, 15th century (Tegner, 295)

Figure 4 – Pewter pot from Kunstgewerbemuseum, Cologne
showing heraldry decoration (Tegner, 293)

Figure 6 – Hexagonal Cruet
made from soldered panels from
Weoley Castle, Birmingham in

the 14th century. (Sn 99.9%, Pb
0.04%) (Homer, 68)
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My Materials and Tools
Pewter Alloy
Most pewter alloys in the Middle Ages used did contain some lead, though the ‘Fine Metal’
used by the London Pewterers Guild did not contain any significant lead. I do not care to use
lead in my pewter for all the obvious brain liquefying reasons. The pewter that I am using
closely matches the Canterbury bell metal; mainly tin with some copper and antimony and it
has a melting point of about 425ºF.

Soapstone Moulds
I use Brazilian soapstone for my moulds as it is very easy to carve, holds intricate detail and
will last through hundreds of castings. I don’t have access to any European soapstone but this
soapstone has the same qualities. Appendix B has more information on casting in 2 and 3
piece moulds.

Carving Tools
I hand carved the mould using woodworking and stone carving tools as well as a selection of
small jeweler’s bits that I used with my hand drill. I added details of the piece with fine picks
and a tiny knife and used modeling clay to help see what was being carved. The details are
very small, so it helped to take off my glasses and use my near-sightedness for all it is worth.

Casting Tools
In medieval times, the casting would be done from a crucible heated up in a forge of some
sort. For safety and cleanliness, I used an electric hot-pot for this process.

Soldering Tools
To assemble this box, I used a soldering technique. Soldering fills the seams between pieces
with similar (usually lower melting temperature) material. I used a natural gas torch with a very
fine flame for both of these processes. In the middle ages, they used a soldering iron for this
process, but I don’t have an electronic iron that is hot enough.

The Moulds and Final Product
For more information about the mould preparation, registration, carving and pouring, see
Appendix B.

Salt Cellar Moulds
This project required 5 separate registered moulds: 4 2-piece moulds, with one 3-piece mould
for the foot pieces. When I conceived of this project, I determined that the bulk of each mould
could be carved into one side of the 2-piece mould, leaving only the outer decoration on the
other side. This will make the ability to change the decoration on this vessel very simple.

1. The first piece carved was the vessel outer panel. I based the size on the lid and vessel
seen in Figures 1 & 2. I angled the sides at (roughly) 30 ̊ so that the panels would fit
together snugly. Because of the ease of changing the panel decorations, I chose to do
alternating panels with my and Braden’s heraldry, similar to the motif seen in Figure 4
so that I can easily change the design.

2. The two pieces of the hinged lid required a larger piece of stone than normal. For
economy, I used both sides of these larger stones. I first diagrammed out the lid so that
the hinge holes would line up correctly. I traced these on the respective rocks and
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carved them out. They were large enough for a chisel and mallet to be useful. The
hinge holes were left open by inserting sections of wooden dowel that the pewter
poured around and then were removed. (The wood doesn’t burn as there is no air left in
the mould. I used the larger lid piece also for the bottom, pouring two with blank faces
and cutting/soldering them together. Originally, my plan for the hinges was to have
them show to the edge as in Figure 1. However, in the end I didn’t want to bend the lid
as seen there, so instead I had the bottom part of the hinge end early so that the lid
would sit flat on the sides, as was done on the lid in Figure 2. I used some copper wire
for the hinge pin.

The decoration on the lid was a difficult choice for
me. I’ve never had such a (relatively) huge area to
decorate so I wanted to do something interesting. I
chose to do a scene similar to Figure 7 and thought
that a cityscape would make an interesting cap to
the scene. The arches, musicians, diapering and
cityscape were adapted from 15th century medieval
manuscripts.

3. I did the dog handle based on Figure 3 out of a two-
piece mould.

4. I carved the box feet from a three-piece mould. Truth be told, I really could have done
this in a two-piece but such is life. I carved a post on the foot so that, to attach, I drilled
a hole in the bottom plate and inserted/trimmed the post. Soldering was very simple for
this.

Process
After creating the moulds, I poured using my electric hot pot. I had trouble getting the large
pieces to pour without air bubbles. A liberal use of baby powder on the mould before each
pour took care of this issues, which was awesome! (My Chemical Engineering husband says
this makes perfect sense but it sounded like “Blah, blah, blah… chemistry” to me.) I used files
and my grinder to clean up the pieces as well as to make the angles on the side pieces as
close to 30 ̊ as possible so that the box seams would line up. I then polished the pieces in a
walnut shell media.

To assemble the box, I first used soldering to tack together the tops and bottoms of the
hexagon panels as well as the two halves of the bottom panel. I then soldered to fully join the
six side panels and the two bottom halves. The feet were attached to the bottom panel by
drilling holes in the panel, inserting the foot posts and soldering them together. The top and
bottom surface of the side hexagon were smoothed using a grinder so that the seams would
be close and easy to solder. The side section was the lightly tacked to the bottom and
soldered. The smaller part of the lid was the lightly tacked to the sides and soldered. The lid
halves were joined with a piece of copper wire for a hinge pin, used because that was what I
could find that was the correct gauge. .

Figure 7 – Salt pot (Tegner, 297)
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Final Summary
I am very pleased with the results of this box. The pieces joined together very tightly and look
like a solid piece. When I next attempt this, I will switch to a smaller torch head when joining
the top/middle/bottom sections since this had to be done on the outside (attempting to solder
on the inside of the seam, as I had planned, caused the torch to go out due to poor
convection.) A smaller torch would cause the outside seams to look a bit neater.

I was especially pleased with how I was able to combine elements of the many different boxes
found to create this item, thus making it very period but uniquely my own. The materials that I
used and the end result very closely mirror what was used in the 14th century. The methods
and tools that I used, though often powered (hot pot, grinder) were good equivalents for all of
the processes in use in this period.

Heraldic Display
I chose to decorate the side panels of the box with heraldry for Braden and myself. Similar
boxes had heraldry on the lids (Figure 1 and Figure 4). I chose to do the heraldry on the side
panels because I wanted to use the lid for a larger scene. Also, the side panel decoration is
much easier to change than the lid decoration so I made the lid fairly neutral in decoration and
tailored the sides to us.

Panel 1: Karl Braden von Sobernheim
Blazon: Vert, on a bend doubly cotised argent a violin sable.
Motto: Everyone is my friend until they prove me wrong.

Panel 2: Giliana Attewatyr
Blazon: Argent, a bend wavy azure between a tree eradicated proper and an otter

statant sable.
Motto: Sometimes the squeaky wheel gets kicked.
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Appendix A – Other Views of Salt Cellar

Pyx or salt, pewter, of hexagonal form and standing feet. With a
relief with the scene of the Annunciation and the arms of France
1340. The panels forming the sides are decorated with scrolling
centre of four panels and on the top is a device roughly engrave
representing a candlestick - an owner's mark. The finial is in the
Inscribed within the border on the upper section of the body 'AV
DOMINUS TECUM BENEDIT' and on the label on the top 'AVE'

• Place of origin: England, Great Britain (made)
• Date: ca. 1300 (made)
• Materials and Techniques: Pewter, cast and engraved
• Museum number: 4474-1858
• Gallery location: Metalware, room 116, case 3 (V&A)
• Height: 90mm (Homer, 76)

Figure 1 – Victoria & Albert Figure 2 – Egan, 192
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flat, hinged lid decorated in
and England as used before
foliage and a frieze; in the
d in 'wriggle work', probably
form of a seated hound.

E MAIIA GRACIA PLENA
.

Figure 3 – Homer, 76
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Figure 1 - Diagram of Three-Part Mould Registration (Wolf, 3)

(Wolf, 3)

Appendix B – Casting in Soapstone

To create pieces with designs/elements on
multiple sides, the blocks of soapstone must
first be registered together, so that they fit
together the same way each time. Figures 1
and 2 show examples of mould registration. A
two part mould can be used for flat items with
details on one or two sides. A three part mould
is used for items that have details on several
sides or would be tricky to pour based on open
work.

The shape needed must be carved into the
soapstone and then any designs are carved into
the stone. The picture must be carved in
reverse, both left to right as well as depth-wise.

Once the shape and design are carved, a sprue
(or funnel) is added to channel the molten
pewter into the mould and add weight to press
the metal into the design.

The pewter is melted and poured into the sprue. Once
the metal is cooled, the piece is removed and the sprue
clipped off and remelted.

The piece can be finished using files or a grinder as
needed.
Figure 3 – 15th century
soapstone mould
Figure 2 - Diagram of Two-Part Mould Registration
Page 7
(Koldeweij, 147)
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Appendix C – A Lid from Kalmar, Goran Tegner
























